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Abstract Stress drop characterizing dynamics of earthquake rupture propagation has various definitions
and measures with a yet unclear mutual relationship. We aim to reconcile this discrepancy by analyzing
synthetic dynamic rupture models generated by random sampling of the model space of spatially
heterogeneous dynamic rupture parameters. An ensemble of ~1,600 dynamic models, with waveforms
statistically fitting empirical Ground Motion Prediction Equations, is treated as a synthetic event database.
The events exhibit various magnitudes, degrees of complexity, and realistic ω−2 spectral decay of their
average moment rates. While the variability of the stress drop Δτe estimated from the moment rates agrees
with real data studies (σln Δτeð Þe1:1Þ, the true static stress drops Δτs evaluated directly from the dynamic
models exhibit larger values and lower variability (σln Δτsð Þe0:4). Our study suggests that the disagreement
between various stress drop definitions is related to the source model approximation and not to any
particular data processing.

Plain Language Summary During an earthquake, the stress accumulated on a fault suddenly
releases. Earthquake stress drop is thus a significant parameter characterizing the dynamics of rupture
propagation. However, its definition and its inference from observed data is ambiguous and inferred stress
drops vary among researchers both in terms of values and variability. Here we have reconciled this
discrepancy by inspecting synthetic physics‐based dynamic rupture models, which provide parameters
that are difficult to assess in reality, in particular, the stress change before and after the earthquake. We
randomly generate synthetic events that are compatible with observed strong ground motions from a large
number of real earthquakes. The events exhibit various magnitudes and degrees of complexity. We explore
various stress drop measures estimated following seismological practice and true stress drop evaluated
directly from the dynamic models. While the estimated stress drops agree with empirical findings, the true
stress drop exhibits larger values and lower variability. Our study suggests that the discrepancy between the
various stress drops is related to the too simplistic assumptions on the source model used in empirical
studies. The individual rupture process of each event is more complex and, therefore, not entirely captured
by a single stress drop parameter.

1. Introduction
Earthquake stress drop is defined as the difference between initial and final stress on the fault. Its value is
spatially variable and is a key parameter that controls the earthquake source. Mean stress drop is a measure

of the ratio between average fault slip D and characteristic rupture dimension eL , that is, strain drop, D=eL
(Kanamori & Anderson, 1975; Kanamori & Brodsky, 2004). In general, the earthquakes were found to be
self‐similar, implying independence of stress drop (or rather strain drop; Vallée, 2013) of the earthquake size
(Aki, 1967).
Estimation of the earthquake stress drop is challenging. The most advanced approach is represented by the
so‐called dynamic source inversion, which provides a complete spatiotemporal evolution of stress for a given
friction law (Fukuyama & Mikumo, 1993; Peyrat & Olsen, 2004; Gallovič et al., 2019a, 2019b). Such inver-
sions are computationally demanding, and thus more typically, kinematic models are translated to stress dis-
tribution (Causse et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2003). The extraction of statistical information from the dynamic
source database containing up to tens of events is possible (Mai et al., 2006), but the estimation of the stress
drop variability is less reliable.

In more traditional seismological approaches, the stress drop is estimated under the assumption of
Brune ω−2 spectral source model (Brune, 1970) from the seismic moment and corner frequency of the far‐
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field spectra (e.g., Shearer et al., 2006; Allmann & Shearer, 2009; Baltay et al., 2011; Pacor, Spallarossa, et al.,
2016) or from the source time function duration (Courboulex et al., 2016). We refer to these measures as
stress drop estimates Δτe. Brune model is also assumed in stochastic broadband ground motion modeling,
where the inferred stress drop is a parameter controlling the amplitude of the high‐frequency source spec-
trum, sometimes also referred to as the “stress parameter” (e.g., Atkinson & Beresnev, 1997; Boore, 1983;
Boore, 2003). This parameter and its variability can be inferred using data from multitude of earthquakes
(Baltay et al., 2013; Hanks & McGuire, 1981) or by comparison with Ground Motion Prediction Equations
(GMPEs), which carry empirical information on the ground motion variability (Cotton et al., 2013; Oth
et al., 2017).

The stress drop ambiguity is manifested not only in different median values (10 MPa in ground motion stu-
dies and 4MPa in spectral studies) but primarily in different variabilities, typically expressed in natural loga-
rithm: 0.3–0.5 from GMPE studies (Causse & Song, 2015; Cotton et al., 2013) versus 1.1–1.5 from moment
rates (Cotton et al., 2013; Courboulex et al., 2016, and references therein). We note that while the median
(or mean value) of the estimated stress drop depends on the choice of parameters in the approximation of
moment rates (e.g., rupture velocity, source shape; Pacor, Gallovič, et al., 2016; Kaneko & Shearer, 2014),
its variability is insensitive to them and draws thus much more attention in the literature (Baltay et al.,
2013; Causse & Song, 2015; Cotton et al., 2013; Courboulex et al., 2016; Oth et al., 2017; Trugman &
Shearer, 2018). It is well understood that the discrepancies stem from a variety of the stress drop definitions,
yet their (theoretical) connection remains unclear.

Here we aim to reconcile the ambiguity of the various stress drop definitions/measures utilizing a synthetic
earthquake database based on dynamic rupture modeling. To generate the event database, we employ a fra-
mework that is similar to a Bayesian dynamic source inversion (Gallovič et al., 2019a, 2019b), where GMPEs
serve as data instead of waveforms of a single event. In particular, Markov chain Monte Carlo technique
samples the dynamic source parameters of linear slip‐weakening friction law with heterogeneous distribu-
tion on a fault. The resulting database contains only those dynamic rupture models that generate ground
motions following the adopted GMPEs in a statistical sense. The events are thus both dynamically consistent
and compatible with the empirical ground motions in terms of both median and variability. Contrary to real
earthquakes, the full dynamic description of the large number of synthetic events allows us to compare all
the various stress drops with emphasis on their variability and their effect on the ground motions.

2. Method

We assume a vertical strike‐slip fault of 36 × 20 km. The rupture is governed by a linear slip‐weakening fric-
tion law. Following Gallovič et al. (2019a, 2019b), the considered model parameters are initial stress (or pres-
tress) τi, and frictional parameters—characteristic slip weakening distance Dc and the friction coefficient
drop from static μs to dynamic μd, μs − μd, which is connected to friction drop via a prescribed normal stress
profile σn increasing linearly with depth (Table S1). The model parameters are treated independently of each
other and are assumed heterogeneous on a coarse grid of 1.4 × 1.2 km.

For the dynamic rupture propagation, we utilize finite‐difference code FD3D_TSN, (https://github.com/
JanPremus/fd3d_TSN), an improved version of the FD3D code by Madariaga et al. (1998). The
method has been validated in several benchmarks of the SCEC/USGS Spontaneous Rupture Code
Verification Project (Harris et al., 2018; see http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/ for the comparison against other
established codes).

We use a finite‐difference grid spacing of 100 m. The dynamic parameters are bilinearly interpolated from
the coarser model‐parameter grid. Synthetic waveforms up to 5 Hz are calculated for a regular grid of phan-
tom stations 10 km apart from each other (see Figure 1a), considering a one‐dimensional velocity model
(Figure 1b). We use precalculated full‐wavefield Green's functions (using discrete wave number method
by Bouchon, 1981), which are convolved with slip rate functions from the dynamic simulation following
the representation theorem (Aki & Richards, 2002).

The Markov chain Monte Carlo technique performs random sampling of the model parameter space follow-
ing a given probability density function (PDF; Sambridge & Mosegaard, 2002). In the Bayesian framework,
the PDF (called posterior) is given as a combination of a prior PDF and the likelihood function which
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describes the data fit by the (dynamic) model (Tarantola, 2005). The sampling proceeds as follows (for
workflow diagram, see Figure S1). First of all, the dynamic model parameters are perturbed randomly to
perform random walk on model space with step size drawn from a lognormal distribution. This newly
proposed model is discarded unless the following conditions defining the prior distribution are fulfilled:
(i) the model parameter values lie within predefined bounds that correspond to the uniform PDF within
the bounds (Table S1), (ii) the rupture starts from a distinct patch‐like nucleation region on the fault (i.e.,
prestress overcomes the yield stress just within a circular region of 3‐km radius), and (iii) mean overstress
in the nucleation area is less than 1 MPa so that the nucleation does not dominate the rupture
propagation. After performing the dynamic rupture simulation, we also discard models with Mw < 5 and
ruptures that exceed the prescribed fault size and/or 20‐s duration limit.

Then, the proposed model is accepted or rejected based on the Metropolis‐Hastings acceptance criterion.
Denoting the ratio between the posterior PDF values of the proposed and the original model as α, the pro-
posed model is accepted with probability min(1, α). The likelihood function is given by a Gaussian mixed
model considered for the adopted empirical GMPEs by Zhao et al. (2006), defined by period‐dependent med-
ian values and uncertainties. Regarding the median, we assume rock site conditions, and we use the shortest
distance to rupture as the source‐station distance. The covariance matrix describing the residuals has the fol-
lowing simplified form for an individual event (Abrahamson & Youngs, 1992),

Figure 1. (a) Map view of the vertical fault (red line) and the regular grid of phantom stations (blue). (b) Velocity and den-
sity depth profiles assumed for the simulation of the rupture propagation and calculations of the waveforms (Green's
functions). (c) Acceleration response spectra at selected periods for all accepted synthetic earthquakes at all phantom
stations scaled toMw= 6.5 (gray dots). Solid lines show respective predictions of GMPEs of Zhao et al. (2006) that are used
to constrain the dynamic models. Dashed lines indicate the combined interevent and intraevent errors.
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C ¼ σ2 Iþ τ21; (1)

where the intraevent error σ represents the variability among stations for an event, whereas the interevent
(or between‐event) error τ corresponds to the variability of the event scenarios (Strasser et al., 2009; Youngs
et al., 1995). I is the identity matrix, and 1 is the all‐ones matrix, both of sizeN ×N, whereN is the number of
receivers. The synthetics are compared to the GMPEs at periods (0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 s) in terms
of the horizontal geometric mean of 5% damped acceleration response spectra (SA).

Preliminary inspection of our modeling results revealed a minor bias in the modeled SAs with respect to
those predicted by the GMPEs, mostly at the longest periods. Since those are sensitive primarily to the gross
properties of the events, we have removed the bias from further processing by formally decreasing the
magnitude of every simulated model by 0.2 units when evaluating the respective GMPE values in plots.
We attribute it either to an inaccurate one‐dimensional velocity model or to overprecise knowledge of the
source parameters (seismic moment, source distance) in contrast to the empirically derived GMPEs.
Moreover, the empirical GMPEs are derived from high‐pass‐filtered data (to remove noise and instrumental
artifacts), which may systematically underestimate the true long‐period SA amplitudes. We admit that this
discrepancy can affect the absolute values of the stress drop estimates but not their variability, which is the
main topic of the present paper.

3. Results
3.1. Synthetic Event Database

As a result of the Bayesian inversion/sampling, we obtain an ensemble of dynamic rupture models with var-
ious dynamic (and thus kinematic) parameters that statistically conform to the observed GMPEs. Our syn-
thetic event database contains more than 1,600 events (out of >250 k visited) with a magnitude range of
5.8–6.8, and with a varying style of the rupture propagation and complexity. The magnitude range is limited
by the fault size and the minimum size of the spatial heterogeneities of the dynamic parameters (~1.4 km).
We admit that the richness of our database is limited mostly by computational demands (limited number of
the Markov chain Monte Carlo steps with many events failing the minimum magnitude criterion). For
example, most of the events in our database are nucleating in a relatively small region on the fault
(nucleation centers are within 5‐km radius). Nevertheless, other perhaps more important aspects, such as
the rupture diversity, are satisfactorily covered by the database. For example, the mean rupture velocity of
the events ranges from 1.1 to 3.2 km/s.

Figure 1 shows acceleration response spectra for selected periods on all phantom stations for all synthetic
earthquakes in our database after scaling to Mw = 6.5 (the values are divided by the GMPE prediction for
the actualMw and multiplied by the GMPE prediction forMw = 6.5). For comparison, the GMPE prediction
is also shown with its total (combined interevent and intraevent) standard error. Overall, the synthetic
database represents the prescribed GMPEs including their variance satisfactorily.

Figure 2 left shows examples of moment rates (calculated as integrals of dynamic slip rates along the fault)
for events of the samemagnitude to illustrate their variability. While somemoment rates are dominated by a
distinct pulse, others comprise two or more peaks corresponding to the rupture of multiple asperities. The
peak moment rates then vary accordingly, given the constant integral equal to the particular seismic
moment. The source spectra (amplitude Fourier spectra of the moment rates; Figure 2, right), and especially
the root‐mean‐square spectra, generally follow a simpleω−2 Brunemodel in the frequency range considered,
although the individual moment rate spectra are more complex. We point out that since there was no con-
straint on the model parameters to follow the Brune spectral model, the average ω−2 spectral decay naturally
arises from the frequency dependence of the medians in the adopted GMPEs.

To further illustrate the variability of the inferred rupture models, Figures S2–S4 give an account of the four
Mw= 6.2 events from Figure 2. In particular, the input dynamic model parameters (Figure S2) exhibit a high
degree of heterogeneity for all four models, which is reflected in their diverse, complex rupture propagations
(Figure S3). Consequently, the synthetic waveforms differ in average over the stations from the adopted
GMPE median values (see Figure S4), but still statistically follow the empirical between‐event residuals of
the GMPEs thanks to the adopted sampling approach.
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3.2. Stress Drop Measures

For each event from the database, we evaluate the following different stress drop measures. From the
spatially variable stress drop Δτ (initial minus final stress) of the dynamic model, we directly evaluate mean
stress drop weighted by slip,

Δτs ¼ ∫ΔτDdS

∫DdS
; (2)

and nonweighted mean stress drop,

Δτsnw ¼ 1
S
∫ΔτdS; (3)

where D and S represent the slip and rupture area, respectively (Kikuchi & Fukao, 1988; Noda et al., 2013).

Figure 2. (left) Moment rates of selected events of magnitude (from top to bottom) Mw = 6.0, 6.2, and 6.6. (right)
Respective moment rate spectra color‐coded as in the left panel. Turquoise spectra correspond to RMS spectra calcu-
lated from the selected events. Brune spectrumwith stress drop of 3 MPa is shown in black for reference. Vertical gray line
delineates the maximum frequency up to which the GMPEs were used as a constraint.
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From the moment rate duration T we calculate

ΔτeT ¼ 7
16

M0
1

k1 vsT

� �3

; (4)

and from corner frequency fc of the Brune model fitted to the moment rate spectra we evaluate

Δτef ¼
7
16

M0
f c

k2 vs

� �3

; (5)

whereM0 is the seismic moment (Hanks & Kanamori, 1979) obtained directly from the dynamic simulation,
vs is the S wave velocity, and k1 and k2 are the factors combining rupture geometry and velocity (~0.3–0.4;
Courboulex et al., 2016; Madariaga, 1976; Kaneko & Shearer, 2014). For consistency with empirical studies,
we calculate T from the peak moment rate following Courboulex et al. (2016) as an average of two estimates:
(i) assuming time interval where the moment rate exceeds 10% of its peak value and (ii) as a base of isosceles
triangle with area of the seismic moment and height of the peak moment rate.

We also assume a circular static crack of rupture area S (Eshelby, 1957), where we substitute S for the actual
size of the ruptured area,

ΔτeS ¼
7
16

M0
π
S

� �3=2
: (6)

We note that in contrast to equations (4) and (5), equation (6) is not based on temporal evolution of
the rupture.

Figure 3a shows for all events the different stress drop measures with respect to the moment magnitude. The
stress drops basically do not scale with event magnitude, indicating the self‐similarity of the events. We
assign the slight decrease of stress drop at high magnitudes to the insufficient sampling of large events. In
fact, the parameters of the large events are rather close to the initial model that was associated with a
relatively small stress drop. In the Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling, it is less likely to obtain large events
by the random perturbations of the uncorrelated dynamic parameters. Indeed, large events with large stress
drop (and/or fast rupture propagation) are present in the database (see Figure S5), but they are scarce.

Figure 3a also displays medians and variabilities in natural logarithm units for each of the stress drop
measures. Both slip‐weighted and nonweighted static stress drops are similar, with median values of ~15
and 10 MPa and variabilities of 0.40 and 0.34, respectively. It is not surprising that the nonweighted static
stress drop Δτsnw is smaller than the slip‐weighted one (Noda et al., 2013). The estimated stress drops show
much lower medians: 2.6 and 2.2 MPa for the fc‐based and T‐based stress drop measures, respectively.
Their variabilities are similar (~1.0), but about 3 times higher than those of the true static stress drops.
Contrarily, the area‐based stress drop estimates show values that are close to the static stress drops both
in terms of the median (~12 MPa) and variability (~0.37).

4. Discussion
4.1. Variability of Stress Drop Measures

In seismic literature, it remains unresolved how stress drop Δτe estimated from moment rates of real earth-
quakes is related to the actual source processes. Our median of Δτe (2–3 MPa) and variability (σln Δτeð Þe1:1)
are both in agreement with empirical studies (Courboulex et al., 2016; Trugman & Shearer, 2018).
Nevertheless, in our database the “true” static stress drop Δτs is about ~5 times larger, and its variability is
about ~3 times lower.

The underestimation of the median value of Δτe from moment rate spectra can be attributed to unsuitable
Brune‐type approximation. We point out that it could be formally fixed by adjusting parameters k1 and k2
in equations (4) and (5), respectively. However, this would not affect the variability of Δτe. In real data stu-
dies, the latter is frequently assigned to the uncertainty of estimation of corner frequency fc or duration T,
which translates by a factor of 3 into the Δτe variability (see the third power in equations (4) and (5); e.g.,
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Prieto et al., 2007). However, in our synthetic study, such epistemic uncertainty is minimized, suggesting
that the stress drop estimates from fc or T exaggerate the variability even without any negative influence
of data processing. Note that we also tested the estimation of fc by fitting acceleration source spectra
(multiplication by (2πf)2 increases the weight of the spectrum at high frequencies), which decreased the
variability to 0.7–0.8. This value is still too high in comparison with the variability of the static stress drop.

Our study suggests that T and fc are affected by details of generally heterogeneous rupture propagation that
cannot be attributed merely to a single stress drop parameter. Archuleta and Ji (2016) related this discre-
pancy to additional complexity of the moment rate spectra (another corner frequency in particular). Their
conclusion is consistent with our finding that the moment rates and their spectra comprise more details

Figure 3. (a) Different stress drop measures. (top) Mean static stress drop calculated directly from the dynamic model
without weighting (gray) and using slip as a weighting function (black). (middle) Stress drop evaluated from corner fre-
quency from the Brune spectrum fitted to the moment rate spectrum (blue) or from the source duration following
Courboulex et al. (2016) (green). (bottom) Stress drop estimated from the size of the ruptured area. The lines represent
mean values and standard errors. The numbers on the left denote the variability of the individual stress drop measures in
natural logarithm units. See text for the notation in the formulas. (b) Mean (over all periods) acceleration response
spectrum residuals for all events against different stress drop measures (color‐coding as in (a)). Lines show the linear fit in
the log‐log scale; for the coefficients see legend.
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of rupture propagation, and thus, the Brune model is insufficient for the description of individual events.
Therefore, the variability of the stress drop estimated using moment rate spectra or duration does not seem
to reflect the variability in the stress change on the fault alone. Instead, it artificially embodies other source
features, such as the rupture velocity. Indeed, Figure S5 demonstrates that the rupture velocity and the true
stress drop are almost uncorrelated (with correlation coefficient as low as 0.3). We note that this seems in
contradiction to anticorrelation suggested by some empirical studies (e.g., Chounet et al., 2018). However,
those have access to only macroscopic (predominant) rupture propagation inferred from apparent source
time functions.

In contrast, when considering spatial information (i.e., rupture size S) to estimate stress drop ΔτeS , the
obtained values and variabilities match well those of Δτs. This agrees with the broad definition of the mean
(static) stress drop as a measure of the strain drop (Kanamori & Brodsky, 2004). Consequently, the accurate
estimation of the rupture area from real data would give a more reliable stress drop value and thus better
insight into the average stress change on the fault. For real earthquakes, the rupture area can be estimated
by field observations (if applicable), finite‐fault inversions, or higher‐order moment tensors. Nevertheless,
the inference of the rupture area is prone to rather significant epistemic uncertainties.

In Figure S6 we show the dependence of true Δτs on the various stress drop measures. The fitted power
functions (or linear functions in log‐log plots) further demonstrate that the best agreement is reached
between ΔτeS and slip‐weighted Δτs. Moreover, the derived relations may be used to convert the stress drop
estimated from the data to the true static stress drop. However, this technique would not eliminate the large
stress drop variability due to the exaggerated variability in the estimated stress drops discussed above.

4.2. Relation Between Stress Drop and Ground Motion Variability

Between‐event variability of GMPEs reflects the variability of the earthquake sources, in particular, the
stress drop value (Causse & Song, 2015; Cotton et al., 2013; Courboulex et al., 2016; Oth et al., 2017;
Trugman & Shearer, 2018). Under the Brune ω−2 model assumption and using random vibration theory,
Cotton et al. (2013) derived that the stress drop variability is related to the PGA between‐event variability
by coefficient 6/5. Alternatively, assuming the Brune model, acceleration spectral amplitude SA above the

corner frequency is proportional to M0f
2
c (Gallovič & Brokešová, 2004; Herrero & Bernard, 1994).

Assuming constant stress drop scaling (M0~ΔτS
3/2), fc~S

−1/2, and that the stress drop scales with S following

equation (6), we obtainSAeΔτ2=3; that is, the stress drop variability is related to the between‐event variability
by a factor of 3/2. In the previous section, we showed that the stress drops estimated from the moment rate
characteristics do not reflect the true static stress drop. It naturally raises a question: which stress drop mea-
sure is related to the GMPE residuals?

For the typical value of GMPE variability of ~0.4 (Strasser et al., 2009), the earthquake stress drop should
vary with σln ΔτGMPEð Þe0:5−0:6 or smaller, considering that the true variability of GMPEs could be decreased

by further reduction of possible epistemic uncertainties (Baltay et al., 2017). This value is much smaller than
σln Δτeð Þe0:9−1:5 that is obtained from the empirical source studies based on moment rate parameters (fc, T;

see section 4.1). To avoid the large stress drop variability resulting from the moment‐rate‐based estimates,
Causse and Song (2015) adopted stress drop variability σln Δτeð Þe0:7−0:9 inferred from surface slip‐length

and finite‐fault studies. This value is still too high to correspond to the PGA variability. Although they
related this discrepancy to the anticorrelation between the rupture velocity and the stress drop, our study
suggests that even this empirical stress drop variability is affected by estimation errors. Considering that
the resulting between‐event variability calculated from the GMPE residuals of all our dynamic ruptures is
~0.32, we conclude that, qualitatively, the between‐event variability should be primarly related to the varia-
bility of the true static stress drop of the underlying rupture models, rather than to the stress drop estimates
from the moment rate functions.

Trugman and Shearer (2018) documented a correlation between PGA and moment‐rate‐based stress drop
estimates. Accordingly, Figure 3b shows SA residuals averaged over periods for each event from our syn-
thetic database against the various stress drop measures. The correlation of the between‐event residuals
is stronger for the static stress drop rather than for the moment‐rate‐based stress drop, although the differ-
ence is not large (correlation coefficients are ~0.7 for Δτs and ~0.6 for Δτe, compared to 0.6–0.8 in Oth et al.
(2017), and 0.4–0.7 for Trugman and Shearer (2018)). Figure S5, showing the correlation between the SA
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residuals on rupture velocity for two periods, demonstrates that the SA residual values above the linear fits
in Figure 3b are also associated with fast ruptures.

We also fit the SA residuals and the variousmeasures of stress drop by linear regression (see Figure 3b for the
coefficients). The scatter of the SA residuals with respect to these relations decreases to the residual value of
~0.2 in natural logarithm. It suggests that although the stress drop variability is distinctly reflected in the SA
variability, there are also other source characteristics of the rupture complexity (such as rupture velocity)
that contribute to the between‐event variability. Nevertheless, the derived relations between SA residuals
and stress drops may present a new additional input in future strong ground motion predictions and seismic
hazard assessment.

5. Conclusion

Earthquake stress drop is a major parameter characterizing the dynamics of rupture propagation. However,
its definition and its inference from observed data are ambiguous. Here we have tried to reconcile this dis-
crepancy by inspecting a large number of synthetic dynamic rupture models that were generated to be com-
patible with observed ground motions in terms of GMPEs. The database was used to analyze different stress
dropmeasures, in particular, stress dropΔτe estimated from the moment rates (and their spectra) as typically
done in seismological practice, and static stress drop Δτs evaluated directly from the dynamic models. While
the variability of the estimated stress drop (σln Δτeð Þe1:1) agrees with real data observations, the true static

stress drop variability is much lower σln Δτsð Þe0:4. This disagreement arises from the assumption of Brune

source model which, albeit correctly describing the average source properties, oversimplifies the individual
ruptures. This calls for routine dynamic source inversions in the future to constrain the true stress drop. Our
study also demonstrates that the variability of the static stress drop (unlike the stress drop estimates) is com-
patible with the between‐event variability of the GMPEs. It brings an insight important for seismological
practice, strong ground motion prediction, and seismic hazard assessment.
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